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EDITORS
MESSAGE
This year, the weather
continues to test our bees to
their limits. Our wonderful
bees are prone to change
no matter the weather.
Now in May, we would
normally expect there to be
a nectar flow from Oilseed
Rape and the trees that are
in full bloom. We’ve had a
bitter cold, arid April, not
good for the flow and now
we have a wet, windy and,
with the exception of a
good couple of days, a
rather miserable May. If
you were lucky enough to
have a super of mainly
capped honey, (most
probably Oilseed Rape) I
hope you’ve managed to
remove and extract it
before it sets and crystallises.

control activities going on in
your hives. It’s amazing how
they manage to hide a
sneaky queen cell along the
side or somewhere else you
just didn’t see it!
If you open a hive and find
sealed Queen sells, no sign
of eggs and the
temperament of the colony
has changed, for the worse,
you can be pretty certain
they have swarmed. Do
check with your
neighbours… just in case
you can retrieve it.
It’s always amusing when
your husband laughingly
points out the hanging
down furry thing on the
fence that you hadn’t
noticed two feet away from
you whilst inspecting the
apiary…. Well that would be
one queen cell I missed!

Because of this cold and
windy weather, I haven’t
wanted to go out, let alone
the bees and I’ve realised
that they’ve struggled to
bring in supplies, so we’ve
been feeding with 1:1 syrup
as needed. (Not
advertising, but Sainsburys
do a rather nifty bag of 5kg
sugar).

So little time, so much to do,
next job is checking the
boards for varroa and then
trying to match my
schoolgirl maths with the
Bee base varroa checker to
see if I need to treat. Gin
and Tonic…. Here I come!

I’m sure like us, there has
been plenty of swarm
prevention and swarm
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2021 YEAR PROGRAMME
June 6th 2021 – Bekesbourne Apiary meeting
June and July – more apiary meetings planned at Bekesbourne – dates to be finalised and advertised.

FUTURE MEETINGS
June 5th 2021 – Saturday 2pm to 4pm. A meeting at our Bekesbourne Apiary. Beginners and experienced
beekeepers are all welcome and we hope you will want to meet and talk to some friendly beekeepers “in 3
dimensions’”! Social distancing is a challenging thing to do around a beehive. With that in mind, we
propose to limit the number of people at the meeting to 24, so that we can give everyone a decent apiary
experience without crowding.

SWARM DONATIONS
For those of you who collect Swarms from the public, there is always that awkward moment when they offer
to pay you for relieving them of their furry, buzzing, stinging problem.
The branch now has a way to avoid these awkward moments by setting up a donation page via PayPal.
You’ll find the ‘button’ link on our swarm page on the CBKA website!
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BRANCH NEWS
If you go down to the woods today!

Janet pauses in the sunshine, smoker at the ready

Janet McDonald and Jenny Warbey

“It’s been
fantastic to do this
as a shared
project with
Jenny. We try to
go there a few
times a week and
I am loving every
moment. So far,
we have been
busy sterilising and
painting boxes,
cleaning frames
and sorting out
the extensive
stores of
equipment and
suits. The park
hives are Langstroths which are new to both of us,
so we are constantly learning. When we are not
doing all the many jobs it is a joy to sit with a
coffee and just watch the bees” said Janet.

Passionate Beekeepers Jenny Warbey and Janet
McDonald have been remarkably busy this year!
Many of you may be familiar with the Wildwood
trust in Herne, but how many of you knew it had
an apiary? During the latter part of last year the
trust sadly lost their apiary manager to Covid 19
and the bees and apiary needed support.
Canterbury beekeepers - Jenny and Janet
agreed to take over responsibility in January. ‘Bee
zone’ is situated at the far end of the park with a
hide from which the public can observe the bees
through a viewing window and see bees close up
in a purpose-built observation hive. The beautiful
apiary site is next to the wolves and the lynx
enclosures, and is set in the midst of woodland,
thriving with native wildflowers, birds and
butterflies.
They began by identifying viable colonies,
inspecting the existing equipment to establish
what was usable immediately and what needed
remedial work to bring it back to working use, and
then creating a list of the replacement equipment
required.

The Bee Zone at the Wildwood Trust in Herne

Jenny inspects a frame
“Sadly, there had been some colony losses
overwinter and the apiary also has the challenge
of wood ants, but we knew we wanted to bring
the apiary back to life, It’s so beautiful in the
apiary, we now have 8 strong colonies of bees,
and have many birds and squirrels that visit
regularly. Janet and I work really well together
and this is a really exciting project for both of us,”
said Jenny.

Because of the colony losses, they knew it would
take a while to rebuild the apiary to its former
glory, this was given an unexpected boost by one
of the Grove Ferry group members Charlotte

Dash.
Charlotte is in in her first year of bee keeping with
a flow hive and knew her bees were very full and
ready to swarm but didn’t want a second hive just
yet. A call for support was put out on the groups
WhatsApp and Jenny came to the rescue, ready
to collect the swarm when it happened, which,
very obligingly it did.
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The bees now collected are happily settled in
their new home within the Bee Zone at the
Wildwood Trust in a hive appropriate named
Charlotte.

Meet Charlotte

her mum, ‘If in doubt, washing your hair!’ and it
worked every time for her.
I giggled when I heard it.
Washing hair has the same sentiment of washing
hands, getting in touch with your scalp and
massaging your head, which is very important for
our well-being. Some hairdresser may give you a
head massage if you are lucky. Some may have
experienced Indian Head Massager sessions. All
these help us to remember how comfort is felt.
Why wait?
Rub and massage your head for 20 seconds is
very beneficial. Just do it.
Now is a good time to start. It does not take up
much of your time. In the process you may
discover something you don’t know about your
body. I’d love to hear about your discovery.
Magdalene Mei Halkes, Ministry of Body Wisdom

David Cockburn - highlighting an
interesting Varroa article in the
Economist:

Charlotte said “I love this, so glad they have
settled – my year sevens were chuffed with the
queens name. and where they are living now.
We are having a bee lesson this week to
celebrate world bee day. They are making bee
merchandise to wear in class…. Our future
beekeepers!”

David writes:

So, if you fancy a walk on the wild side, give a
little support to a local trust and head on down to
bee zone.

Some years ago I heard a lecturer at the BBKA
convention talking about the potential for RNAi
vaccines in beekeeping, to me it sounded
interesting but theoretical given the costs.

P.S. To add to the all the excitement,
congratulations to Janet on her wonderful news
on becoming a grandmother!

Now there’s an article in the May 22nd Economist,
of all places, describing how the successes of the
mRNA vaccines in Covid have not only proven
the concept but transformed the field.

Beekeepers Health May 2021
Magdalene Mei Halkes, Ministry of Body
Wisdom
I recently heard on BBC radio 4, an author was
thanking her mother’s wisdom. She was told by

A new approach to debugging

They say the cost of a gram of RNA has come
down from $100K to $1 per gram, they go on to
describe the life cycle of varroa, surprisingly
accurately, describe how Greenlight Biosciences
in Boston are developing aRNA vaccine against
varroa, bought from Bayer, which they have now
put into field trials by adding it to sugar water and
feeding that to bees. They then go on to describe
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other potential targets for such an approach to
replace classic crop pesticides including neonics.
Sounds promising.
An extract from Greenlight Biosciences site
What’s RNA?
To understand our GreenWorX platform, you’ll
need a quick science lesson in RNA. Ribonucleic
Acid is a molecule found in all living organisms —
animals, humans, and plants. RNA facilitates
virtually every biological process of life, such as
the way we eat, grow, and behave. It has high
potential…





As a naturally occurring biological molecule,
RNA’s potential for improving plant, animal and
human health has been known for years. Many
applications have been extensively researched
and validated in the laboratory. For example:
Researchers and companies have shown how
RNA can be beneficial to the agricultural industry,
curbing the use of traditional chemical pesticides
through applications that are cleaner, safer, and
better targeted.
Pharmaceutical and drug discovery companies
recognize the role messenger RNA (mRNA) plays
in improving human health and stopping the
spread of infectious disease. …at a high cost….
However, wide commercial use has been
prohibitively expensive due to RNA’s high cost of
production, and slow production time. In addition,
traditional methods to create RNA also sacrifice
quality. …until now.
With our proprietary, cell-free bioprocessing
method, GreenLight has found a way to produce
low-cost, high-quality RNA in a safe and
environmentally friendly manner. Our work is
enabling faster, large-scale production of quality
RNA to solve for some of Earth’s most pressing
challenges.
RNA: a targeted, natural solution for plant and life
GreenLight’s varroa treatment works differently.
“We are targeting a protein that’s necessary for
the normal functions of varroa,” says Masucci.
(James Masucci, a Missouri research scientist and
beekeeper who works at GreenLight), “Without it,
their physiology is disrupted, and so this treatment
is highly detrimental to the mites.” A small amount
of RNA, applied with gloves rather than a hazmat
suit used when applying chemical approaches to
pest control, is all that’s needed to induce the
effect. Mites have a receptor in their gut that
allows them to import the double-stranded RNA
into the cell, where it activates its normal cellular
mechanisms.

“We are zeroing in on a different stage of their life
cycle than current products,” he says, “and
what’s novel about this approach is that we are
targeting reproductive mites; we deliver it in sugar
syrup, which the bees use as they would nectar.”
Bees place this syrup containing the dsRNA into
cells right before pupation, where the mites get
exposed.
The RNA in the syrup, which quickly degrades,
measurably improves hive health. Masucci says
that early studies show an extra frame’s worth of
bees per hive, or about a 20 percent bump in
production plus a 10 percent increase in hive
survival rate compared to conventional
treatments. “It’s a small bump,” he says, “but it’s
meaningful.”
Quote from a beekeeper involved in the trial,
Hart, a Georgian bee farmer, has participated in
a GreenLight trial of the new RNA solution.
Compared to oxalic acid and amitraz strips, he
says, the RNA-treated hives seem much healthier.
“It helped bring down mites,” he says, and after
35 years of keeping bees, his conclusion: Bees
were more active, their hair was glossier and
fluffier, and “even the sound a hive of bees makes
when you open the top—the hum” was
promising.
David followed up the blog extract with “I was
surprised at the small ‘bump’ they quote, I would
have expected significantly more unless they
were making a comparison between hives
treated with Amitraz etc plus RNA versus Amitraz
plus placebo. This would indeed be the right way
to do things, but it should be made clear that the
costs of treatment and monitoring are part of the
equation.

Notes from a BBKA YouTube Talk with
Roger Patterson Saturday 8th May 2021
For those of you who may have missed the BBKA
talks, there are still some available on YouTube.
The following notes are made from the talk given
by Roger Patterson on bee Importation – it’s not
the full story, just some highlights which will give an
insight into Rogers thoughts and feelings:
Key points:


Bee importation. Roger started by apologising
to the beekeepers in Ireland, as they are on
the front line and will suffer most from bee
importation, as the associations in the UK
could not come to an agreement on how to
manage importation of queens and bees.
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Importing bees that are from a warmer
climate also impacts on later generations of
the bees. It has been identified that in the
second generation there is a 1 in 4 chance of
producing an aggressive race (Dorian
Pritchard – geneticist and Gavin Ramsey)

To get the full version of this hard hitting and direct
view on importation please visit
https://youtu.be/FCJCj293mwI

Information from our branch secretary Jan Soetaert
BBKA Training Programme Summer 2021
Roger Patterson








Wanting to get back to pure breeds: You’ve
got what you got, let nature chose the ones
that are best for your locality and climate.
Less prolific bees have less energy and
management needs: Prolific bees need a lot
of food and management – they need feed
not only in spring but also in summer and
winter. Less prolific bees are more in tune with
the local habitat.
There are Bee imports from all over the world
into the UK. Not just from Italy, some come
from south America where the Africanised
bee is prevalent, he posed the question, “why
would we want the africanised bee in the UK?
Most imports from the hotter American
continent don’t do well and suffer from
chalkbrood.”
For those who can remember bee keeping
before Varroa, they will remember how easy
and what a joy it was. We’re beginning to
manage Varroa, but there are a lot more
pests that could easily be transported to the
UK shores.
o Tropilaelaps – this is far worse than
Varroa - please see Dr Samuel Ramsey
Tropilaelaps – ‘A fate worse than
Varroa’ https://youtu.be/p34t9JKadqI
o A blog update from Dr Samuel Ramsey
on his research during lock down on
Varroa and Tropilaelaps “Tropi mites”
(You can fast forward the adverts at
the beginning!) https://www.beekeepingtodaypodcas
t.com/dr-samuel-ramsey-varroatropilaelaps-updates-and-more-s3e47/

The BBKA is pleased to confirm that the following
training courses at Stoneleigh will be available
summer 2021. Please share this information with
your members.
Advanced Queen Rearing: 3rd & 4th July (2 day
course)
Basic Queen Rearing: 11th July (1 day course)
Advanced Husbandry Training 30th July to 1st
August (3 day course) - Only 3 Places Left!
General Husbandry: 8th August, 14th & 15th
August (3 day course)
Please go to the BBKA webshop for more details
and to book a place:
https://www.bbka.org.uk/pages/shop/departme
nt/training-courses
If you have any queries please contact Sarah
Snelson: sarah.snelson@bbka.org.uk
Kind regards
Anne Rowberry, Chair
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News from around the world
US beekeepers sue over imports of Asian
fake honey – extract from the Observer.
Commercial beekeepers in the US say counterfeit
honey from Asia is forcing down prices and
pushing them to financial collapse.
Imports of cheap, fake honey from Asia are
pushing American beekeepers to financial
collapse, according to a lawsuit.
Thousands of commercial beekeepers in the US
have taken legal action against the country’s
largest honey importers and packers for allegedly
flooding the market with hundreds of thousands of
tonnes of counterfeit honey.
The class-action lawsuit aims to clear supermarket
shelves of fake honey in jars and cereal packets
and seeks millions of dollars in damages for lost
sales and profits over the past decade.
The case has been filed in California on behalf of
beekeepers by Kelvin Adee, owner of Adee
honey farms, the largest commercial beekeeper
in the US; Henry’s Bullfrog Bees, based in Winters,
California; and Golden Prairie honey farms, a
Kansas not-for-profit organisation.
They have accused the honey importers Sunland
Trading and Lamex Food and the honey-packers
Barkman Honey and Dutch Gold Honey of
conspiring to defraud the US honey market, along
with True Source Honey, an organisation set up by
the importers and packers to operate a honeycertification scheme that the beekeepers claim
passes off fake honey as genuine.
The beekeepers have also accused Intertek
Testing Services, in whose laboratory the honey is
tested, and the certification scheme auditors NSF
International of colluding in the million-dollar
crime by using and approving outdated methods
to detect fake honey.
Gillian Wade, the litigants’ lawyer, said the action
was her clients’ last hope. “Beekeeper groups
and organisations have appealed to the US Food
and Drug Administration, the US Department of
Agriculture and other agencies, they have
organised and formed industry groups to help
address the problem, yet it persists and has only
got worse.”
Many were afraid to be involved in any sort of
action to help stop the alleged fraud for fear of
retaliation and worried they would not be able to
sell their honey at all, she added.

Honey fraud can take many forms, from
harvesting honey from beehives before it has
matured and drying it artificially, to adding cheap
sugars and syrups. Various tests can detect the
presence of some added sugars, but those from
rice, wheat, sugar beet, cassava and potatoes
can evade traditional testing methods.
The global honey market has grown from 1.5m
tonnes produced annually in 2007 to more than
1.9m in 2019 and is worth about $7bn (£5bn). But
over the same period, according to the Mexicobased Honey Authenticity Project wholesale
honey prices fell in the US from $3,500 (£2,500) a
tonne to $2,500 (£1,800), brought down by low
prices of Asian honey of around $1,750 (£1,250) a
tonne, which accounts for a third of honey
exports worldwide. The US imports 197,000 tonnes
of honey a year, of which almost half are from
Asia.
Honey is understood to be the most
adulterated food after milk and olive oil.
Between 2007 and 2019, there was a 128%
increase in Asian honey exports worldwide even
though the number of hives has only risen slightly,
and honey yields have fallen due to threats to
bees from pesticides, poor nutrition and parasitic
mites.
“There is more honey being sold each year than
existing bee populations are capable of
producing and from some countries which don’t
even have the climate or floral resources to
produce large volumes of honey,” said Arturo
Carrillo, coordinator of the Honey Authenticity
Project, which estimates that about a third of
worldwide honey imports could be counterfeit.
Beekeepers warn that if they go out of business
there will be a shortage not just of genuine honey,
but of honeybees to pollinate the 75% of crops
that depend to some extent on pollination to
increase yield and quality.

And Finally don’t forget…
_______________________________________________

BBKA Calendar
The BBKA calendar where branches can add their
own events and view forthcoming new year’s
lectures and much more.
https://www.bbka.org.uk/calendar-listingpageBIBBA lectures in the new year.
https://bibba.com/
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